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stakeholders in the industry, such as

the Ministry of Finance, Security

Services, Banks, Financial

Institutions, POS Operators, etc. 

This failure led to several

impediments, including a lack of

ownership or policy buy-in, failure to

identify potential challenges and

solutions, growth and preponderance

of conspiracy theories and change

resistors, malpractices/exploitation by

opportunists, and failure to identify

and adopt processes and measures

that would facilitate change by the

general public.

To effectively manage change in

public policy implementation, it is

essential to engage all relevant

stakeholders, identify what is

changing, and engage change

agents among the key stakeholders

by setting up a public policy

implementation (Steering) committee.

The stakeholders impacted by the

change must be identified, and the

major reasons for resisting change

must be addressed to mitigate

resistance to change. The objectives

are to de-mystify and remove any

form of trepidation, project

professionalism in key areas of

change, create confidence from

operators, press, and the public, and

host a big tent virtual event that

promotes inclusiveness.

he currency exchange

policy implemented by

the CBN had significant

shortcomings due to the

lack of consultative

engagement with key
T

The big tent event will provide an opportunity for individual change agents or

professionals to present what will change and what needs to happen to mitigate

challenges arising from the change. The event will be followed by more targeted

engagements with specific stakeholders, providing an opportunity for questions to be

asked and potential solutions identified and debated upon. 

Several aspects of the PIA have already been implemented, such as the

establishment of Nigerian Midstream Downstream Petroleum Regulatory Authority

(NMDPRA) and The Nigerian Upstream Petroleum Regulatory Commission

(NUPRC), the appointment of The Authority Chief Executive (ACE), and the

directorate of The Authority, and consistent engagements with industry stakeholders

on regulations. However, to implement the removal of price fixing, it is crucial to

engage all relevant stakeholders and address any resistance to change to ensure a

successful outcome.

The uncertain public policy implementation management of both the currency

exchange policy and the price deregulation policy resulted in product shortages,

hoarding, demand and supply distortions (selling at a premium), poor distribution,

loss of confidence by the market and the public in the operators, government

agencies, and the government. While the currency exchange policy had a shorter

implementation period of three months, similar outcomes have been witnessed in

the downstream for the last six months. To avoid these outcomes in the future, it is

crucial to effectively manage change in public policy implementation by engaging all

relevant stakeholders, addressing resistance to change, and creating confidence

from operators, press, and the public.

To effectively manage change in public policy implementation, it is essential to
engage all relevant stakeholders, identify what is changing, and engage change
agents among the key stakeholders by setting up a public policy implementation
(Steering) committee.
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Annual inflation has been rising steadily since the beginning of 2022. The
annual inflation rate in Nigeria accelerated to 20.52% in August 2022 from
19.64% in the previous month, and above market expectations of 20.25%. This
remains the highest since September 2005.
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FOREX RATES - INTERBANK I & E MARKET
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CLOSING USD / NGN FX RATES

FOREX RATES - PARALLEL mARKET
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AVERAGE EX-DEPOT PRICES (nAIRA/LITRE)
13 - 16 FEBRUARY 2023
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AVERAGE WEEKLY  PRICES
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PLATTS
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WEST AFRICAN PUMP PRICES
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*The blended rate is the rate at which most private sector operators import products. This blended rate of
723.50 NGN per USD was calculated by MOMAN using the rate of 15% of the CBN rate (460.00 NGN per USD)
+ 85% of the parallel market rate (770.00 NGN per USD) advised by The NMDPRA.

All USD per litre prices are sourced from Globalpetrolprices.com.
Naira per litre price using CBN rate of 460.00 NGN per USD was calculated by MOMAN.
Naira per litre price using the blended rate of 723.50 NGN per USD was calculated by MOMAN.
^Pump price, taking into consideration the PLATTS and FOREX adjustment: 654.50 NGN per litre. 

All USD per litre prices sourced from Globalpetrolprices.com EXCEPT for Nigeria.
Nigeria’s USD per litre price was calculated by dividing the pump price of 817.86 NGN by the blended rate of
723.50 NGN per USD. This calculation was done by MOMAN.
Naira per litre price using CBN rate of 460.00 NGN per USD was calculated by MOMAN.
Naira per litre using the blended rate of 723.50 NGN per USD was calculated by MOMAN.

Note:

PMS Pump Prices

AGO Pump Prices

 


